To increase the efficiency of production in a planned economy, it is necessary to develop mechanisms of functioning that encourage enterprises to maximize the accounting of all reserves for increasing production efficiency. In this article, a model of a competitive mechanism for the functioning of active systems is developed. A feature of competitive mechanisms is that planning or incentive procedures include a competition procedure between active elements claiming to receive a profitable plan or any preferential terms of resource provision, financing and incentives. The authors conducted a study of the competitive mechanism on the example of the problem of resource allocation; It is proved that there is a Nash equilibrium for the competitive mechanism. The paper formulated and proved a theorem on the optimality of competitive mechanisms, which shows how effective the competitive mechanism for the distribution of limited resources.
Introduction
To increase the efficiency of production in a planned economy, it is necessary to develop mechanisms of functioning that induce enterprises (organizations) to maximum allowance for all reserves for improving production efficiency both at the stage of plan development and at the stages of its implementation [1, 2] . The so-called competitive mechanisms attract great attention to the theory and practice of management for solving this problem. A feature of competitive mechanisms is that planning or incentive procedures include a competition procedure between active elements claiming to receive a profitable plan or any preferential terms of resource provision, financing and incentives.
Model of the competitive resource allocation mechanism
Let, for example, we are talking about the distribution of capital investments among the enterprises of the industry. Each enterprise receives a certain base value of capital investments. Denote this base value by. To receive more funds, the enterprise must evaluate the effect of using these funds [3, 4] . The distribution of capital investments on a competitive basis means that, first of all, additional funds (more than the base amount c) are received by enterprises that have a high efficiency of using capital investments. The

, that an enterprise expects to receive from the use of a resource in quantity is determined x i , then the efficiency
is equal to the effect per unit of resource (per 1 rub of capital investment).
In the competitive mechanism, the principle of resource allocation is another -the resource in the required quantity is received only by the winners of the competition. If the number of winners is equal m and given, then the winners are the m-th companies with the highest efficiency ratings (the rest get the base value of the resource с ). So, each enterprise -the participant of competition -informs to organizers of competition two sizes: the funds s i , equired to carry out the measure to improve the efficiency of production, and an assessment i  f the expected effectiveness of these activities. This can be the development of new technology, the reconstruction of the enterprise, the construction of a new workshop, etc. The expected effect i  of the i-th enterprise project is defined as the product of efficiency by the amount of the required means, i.e.
Further we will consider only two situations: either for all enterprises there are "strong fines", i.e. applications are determined by the condition (3), or "weak fines", i.e. application is determined by the condition (4). Intermediate cases where for one part of the winning enterprises the application is determined by the condition of "strong fine", for the other part -by the condition of "weak fines", they are excluded from consideration. Subsequent theorems on competitive resource allocation mechanisms will only be valid for two cases [5, 6] .
Thus, if an enterprise was among the winners of the competition, having reported an evaluation of the effectiveness i  , then the effect of using the funds received 
it is continuous at this point.
Because of the differentiability and strict concavity of the function has no discontinuities of the second kind. In this way,
It follows from the foregoing that the equation
for a value sufficiently small in absolute value  has a unique solution 
x . Wherein 
Since the quantities   We first consider the case of "weak fines" when
Let now there are "strong fines". In this case      ,
x  satisfy (3). We consider the derivative of the function
 and equating the derivative of this function to zero, we obtain:
b) The following chain of inequalities holds: 
